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Photo Courtesy: simonkr/Getty Images When you purchase a car, the law requires you to also purchase some form of car insurance, and the auto insurance rates you pay for your policy depend on a variety of factors. One of the biggest things insurance companies take into account when determining your car insurance rate is your driving record. If
you’ve demonstrated that you’re a risky driver, your auto insurance premiums will likely be higher than they’d be if the insurance company deemed you less of a risk. That’s why every time you file a claim, your insurance provider re-evaluates the amount you pay. The purpose isn’t to punish you, but to reflect that you’re a driver who may be more
likely to get involved in accidents and is thus more expensive to insure. Your insurer takes into account all driving incidents that happen in which you’re at fault. As such, an at-fault claim will almost always cause your premium costs to increase. Additionally, your car insurance may increase even if an incident you’re involved in wasn’t your fault.Learn
more about several factors that influence car insurance rates after a claim — as well as some advice for how to potentially get claims back down to more affordable levels — if you’re looking to lower your rates or better understand how an accident can impact your vehicle insurance.Who Caused the Accident? Photo Courtesy: FG Trade/Getty Images If
you’re at fault in a car accident, your insurance rates will almost certainly increase. But just how much your rates could increase depends on several factors of the accident, including whether someone was injured, how much those medical bills cost and how much any property damage that occurred ended up costing. Some auto insurance companies
offer what’s called “accident forgiveness.” This is when the company disregards your first at-fault accident and doesn’t raise your rates. To gain access to this benefit and include it in your car insurance policy, you usually have to pay more for your premiums. Also, if it’s available, insurers may only offer it to drivers who have clean driving
histories.Often, if an accident isn’t your fault, your car insurance rates won’t go up. However, sometimes they might, depending on the state you live in, the insurance provider you have and the total cost of the accident. If you live in a state where each person makes their own claims for injuries from an accident and you make a claim because you or
someone in your car was injured, your car insurance premium could increase in an accident that wasn’t your fault.Additionally, insurers sometimes consider fault in an accident on a scale rather than on an all-or-nothing basis. After all, it’s not always easy to prove fault in an accident. This means you could be deemed 30%, 50% or 70% percent at
fault. Some insurance companies won’t raise your insurance premiums so long as you are less than 50% at fault. What Does Your Driving Record Look Like Overall? Photo Courtesy: RichLegg/Getty Images A driver with a clean record, meaning no vehicle-related incidents on their record at all, is generally going to have lower car insurance rates than
people whose driving records reflect refractions or even other incidents. Drivers with a history of accidents and citations will be facing much higher rates. In other words, your driving record has a major impact on your car insurance premium.The more auto accident claims you file, especially those in which you’re at fault, the more your car insurance
premium rates will go up. This is simply because every accident you get into causes the insurer to consider you an even riskier driver than before, and it’s anticipating that it’ll need to eventually pay out some sort of claim for damage based on your higher likelihood of causing that damage. Some of those costs are passed onto you.Typically, an
accident stays on your record for three to five years, which means your insurance rates will usually remain at least somewhat inflated for that period until your record has cleared. As time passes without an accident, your rates will gradually reduce. Exactly how long an incident stays on your record depends on the state where you live and the unique
details of the accident situation, though.Even in accidents in which you’re not at fault, if the property damage was high or someone was injured or died, this can continue appearing on your record. Any accident that involves a DUI or reckless driving on your part could stay on your record for as long as 10 years. How Much Did the Accident
Cost? Photo Courtesy: D-Keine/Getty Images If someone was injured in an accident that was your fault, your car insurance rates will go up by a significant amount. Often, the more their medical bills cost, the more your insurance will go up. The amount of the increase varies by insurance company and state. The same is true for property damage in an
accident in which you’re at fault, though the process is slightly less cut and dry than it is for injuries. For example, some insurers don’t raise rates for property damage that costs less than a certain amount, such as if it’s under a $500 or $750 threshold. This varies by company and state as well. Furthermore, the higher the cost of the property
damage, the more your rates will likely increase.The percentage of the rate increase is usually calculated according to thresholds. For instance, if the property damage is less than $2,000, the percentage of the rate increase could be a fixed amount. If the property damage costs more than $2,000, however, the percentage of the rate increase could be
a higher fixed amount. How Can You Lower Your Car Insurance Rates After an Accident? Photo Courtesy: Tom Werner/Getty Images Unless you have an accident forgiveness clause in your policy, your car insurance rates will go up after an accident that’s your fault takes place and you make a claim. That being said, there are ways to lower your car
insurance despite this.One way is to shop around for a new policy. Another insurance company might quote you a lower rate, even with the accident on your record. Another way is to increase your deductible. In this case, if you get in another accident, the amount you pay before the insurance begins covering the costs of damage is higher. But, the
premiums you pay for insurance will potentially decrease from their original elevated amount. Improving your credit score is another, lesser-known way of potentially lowering your car insurance premium. This is because many insurance companies consider people with higher credit scores to be less likely to file claims. Some states prevent insurance
companies from considering your credit score when evaluating your potential risk, however, so this may not be an option where you live. Lastly, it might help to take a driving class. If the accident wasn’t the result of driving under the influence or reckless driving, a refresher driver’s education course could show your insurer that you’re actively trying
to improve your skills. In that case, the company might consider you less of a risk and lower your rates, at least a little bit. Inform your insurance company that you’re doing this and find out if it’s possible to lower your rates this way. MORE FROM ASKMONEY.COM Sometimes books are not just enough to understand something unless you see them
physically. Explaining something in the form of a video is way more effective than making someone read and visualise something that’s why field visits are organised for the students in order to see the actual works being performed at site. So the videos of many softwares are made along with the tutorial books for the students to understand them
more effectively. All Autocad video tutorials uploaded here are for our viewers who want to learn Autocad online. What is Autocad ? if you want to learn and want to download a free Autocad software then here is the link. You can download any of the versions of autocad available here. Share it among your friends and students who want to learn
autocad online. Following are some of the awesome Autocad learning videos. Free tutorials are also uploaded here at the end. Members can easily see all the tutorials and Non Members can see the free ones. If you want to Download AutoCAD 2016 Setup then Click Here or for AutoCAD 2014, Click Here. Click here to see all other video tutorials
availbale on civilengineerspk Geological and civil engineers sometimes work together, but have very different responsibilities. While geological engineers study the earth’s inner and outer surface to evaluate potential mining and infrastructure construction sites, civil engineers design the infrastructure to be built. Both of these engineering jobs
require a bachelor’s degree to work professionally in their disciplines. Geological engineers can work in different disciplines. Some study mining sites to determine components of the earth and design the best extraction methods at the site. Others study the earth’s components to analyze and report whether or not the site is safe to design different
infrastructures. They report their findings to civil engineers and managers, then work with them throughout the infrastructure design process. Civil engineers design and supervise the construction of different infrastructures, such as buildings, dams, highways, bridges and airports. After the infrastructure is designed, civil engineers supervise the
construction from conception to completion. Civil engineers sometimes specialize in different types of infrastructure. In many cases, geological and civil engineers work together to decide what materials to use and how to stabilize the structure. The process ensures the ground the infrastructure is built on can support it safely. After careful analysis of
the geology of the location, geological engineers prepare reports and work with civil engineers to help select the best materials to use and suggest areas that require additional reinforcement. Geological and mining engineers, which generally fall under the geological engineering discipline, earned an average salary of $90,070 per year in 2011,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Civil engineers earned an average salary of $82,710 per year. Growth is expected for both occupations between 2010 and 2020. Mining and infrastructure operations are expected to increase during this time frame, spurring growth for both occupations.
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